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• The design of a recognition system for fine-grained attributes of furniture.
• Thorough empirical analysis of visual identifiability of
a large set of visual attributes.

1.1. Related work

B11&*+)1<?"%')

Figure 2: Sample images named as accent chairs by user
descriptions vs images named just as chairs.
visual attribute predictors in Fig 1.
Mining visual attributes from freely associated descriptions or tags in the wild (in uncontrolled settings) will lead
to noisy and imperfect annotations. Yet, this will potentially produce knowledge that might prove difficult or relatively expensive to obtain from users in a crowdsourcing
platform. For instance, it is hard to assess which visual features might indicate that a chair is an accent chair. A quick
search reveals the following definition:
“Accent chair: An accent chair can be used to
pick up on a highlight color within the theme of
a room adding visual interest and pulling a color
scheme together. The accent chair is often a different style, is not part of a suite of furniture and
is often upholstered in a different, patterned fabric
than the rest of the furniture in the room.” 1
While the object is still mostly defined based on its function, given the definition, a human could reasonably guess
what kind of chairs might be better candidates for accent
chairs, given solely an image. Some of the attributes are
visual or at least somewhat visual, e.g. upholstered, adding
visual interest, patterned fabric. See Figure 2.
With all the previous considerations, we present a system that a) Takes as input unstructured (title/captions or
descriptions) and semi-structured (tags) data as noisy image annotations (section 2) b) Takes advantage of the catalog image assumption where images are biased towards
the center of the picture (section 3). c) Discovers and
learns visual attribute models from such input (section 4),
d) Produces highly specialized furniture-specific tag suggestions on novel images and discovers iconic images for
fine-grained furniture attributes (section 6).
In summary, our contributions are three-fold:
• Sidestepping crowdsourcing by utilizing noisy text and
tags as a proxy.
1 Ali McCulloch, eHow Contributor. Retrieved on Aug/2013
http://www.ehow.com/info_8300531_accent-chair.
html

Our paper relates to several other lines of work: Attribute and category discovery from unstructured and semistructured annotations [2, 7, 21, 27]. Toderici et al. [27]
mine category names from a large pool of semi-structured
data (user tags) but their main focus is on audiovisual data.
Berg et al. [2] introduced the construction of vocabularies of
attributes from purely unstructured data (descriptions), we
extend this to the mixed scenario of structured and semistructured data and use annotation-specific semantics to define hard negative examples (sec. 4). Parikh and Grauman [21] combine iterative learning of potentially meaningful visual models with human annotators in the loop. The
more recent work of Crowley et al. [7] is similar to ours
in the sense that it learns from brief text descriptions but
it does so for the analysis of ancient vases and focuses on
a more specific set of attributes. In contrast, our approach
tries to learn as many attributes as possible, regardless of
type of attributes or whether they are detectable. A slightly
different line of work seeks to understand images and text
using generative models [4, 12] where both images and text
are considered annotations. With a practical application
in mind, we take the approach of the more recent works
of [2, 21, 27] and adopt a discriminative framework in favor
of potentially improved performance and speed, especially
given the scale of the problem and noise in our data. One
disadvantage of the discriminative approach is that relationships between the variables in the input and output domains
are not explicitly modeled.

2. Analyzing e-commerce data
We collected approximately 120,000 images of furniture with associated title descriptions and user supplied tags
(when available) from an e-commerce application. There
are a total of 22 furniture categories spanning from tables
(9827 images) to vanities&makeup tables (857 images) 2 .
We also selected the images preferring those coming from
top sellers so that we can get richer descriptions from users
who are more likely to be domain experts. This will allow
us to provide tag suggestions to beginner users using the
knowledge of more advanced users.
2 tables, chairs, entertainment units & tv stands, desks & home office
furniture, dining sets, bar stools, beds & bed frames, cabinets & cupboards, benches & stools, bookcases, dressers & chests of drawers, ottomans footstools & poufs, bedroom sets, screens & room dividers, nightstands, trunks & chests, bean bags & inflatables, futons frames & covers,
sideboards & buffets, cd & video racks, armories & wardrobes, vanities &
makeup tables
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Figure 6: General overview of our proposed attribute estimation system based on tag and text annotations.
power-law distribution (Figure 3) where there exists a lot of
images for a few categories and fewer images for a large
number of categories, we use up to 5,000 positive images
for each attribute type.
Another challenge is to define a set of negative examples
and the number of negative examples. For n-gram attributes
we use the closed world assumption, where we assume that
any image that does not contain a given n-gram attribute is
considered a potential negative example for that n-gram attribute. For tag attributes that are multi-valued we choose
negative examples based on the complements of the multivalued attribute, e.g. we know that the negative examples of
leather material are things like ivory material, plastic material, metallic material. If we do not have enough such negative examples (4 times more than positive examples) for
a given multi-valued attribute we mine negatives randomly
from other attribute categories.

5. Experimental Evaluation
We make several comparisons of our models from Section 4. We keep non-overlapping training data, validation
data and a test data for each attribute. We present on Table 1
the percentage of attributes for which each type of feature
representation (LLC + SIFT, Grabcut + LLC + SIFT and
Grabcut+Color) performed better on test data.
Attribute type
Tag attributes
Ngram attributes

SIFT + LLC
63%
81%

Grabcut +
SIFT + LLC
27%
17%

Grabcut +
Color
10%
2%

Table 1: Percentage of attribute categories where each feature performs the best. Total tag attributes used for evaluation: 323, total n-gram attributes used for evaluation: 576.
We also compare individual attribute categorization performance. Since we have very different data set size for
each visual attribute, we quantify the number of errors made
by the classifier at a given recall regime. Figures 7a and 7b
show the average number of errors across all classifiers at 5
recall values (10% to 50%). We use validation data to de-

cide what is the best feature representation to use for each
attribute and use this to report a combined performance by
averaging across the errors of the best performing models.
We do not report average error for color features since, in
general, they perform poorly on non-color attributes.
We finally conduct an experiment to have an idea of the
set of attributes that can actually be predicted reliably or are
visually identifiable. Our test data is distributed similar to
our training data, containing at least 4 times as many negative examples compared to positive examples. Figure 7c
reports the number of attributes for which we can perform
significantly better than random chance precision for different recall regimes, i.e. at 50% recall we can identify reliably
almost 100 attribute types.

6. Applications
We present two applications of our system: A generic
tag recommendation system using multi-attribute prediction
and an application on iconic image discovery. Both tasks
are from the perspective of furniture data.

6.1. Multi-attribute prediction
We apply the parametric models of visual attributes that
were learned independently in Section 4. For this application, we also add a calibration step for each of our SVMs
to obtain a well calibrated probabilistic output. We fit a sigmoid using Platt scaling [24] independently for each model
on a small non-overlapping validation set with a size of 50%
of the number of images used for training for each attribute.
Figure 6 illustrates the entire system workflow for multiattribute prediction for a given image. We also present qualitative results on a separate set of images of furniture and
show the top attribute tags for each in Figure 9. We include here results before calibration and after calibration
using Platt scaling. The calibration step also takes care of
attributes which are not easily visually identifiable or which
overfit to a particular type of data by consistently making
those attribute models output very small probabilities. So,
while not all visual attributes can be detected reliably, we
do not need to explicitly drop any attributes a priori.
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Figure 7: Collective evaluation of individual attribute predictors collected from tags (a) and title descriptions (b) using both
localized and whole image features. (c) shows the number of attribute categories that can be identified with a minimum
reliability (10x better than random chance on validation data) at different recall regimes.
For quantitative analysis of multi-attribute prediction, we
picked 100 new furniture images at random. For half of
these images Grabcut was able to reasonably segment foreground from background. We retrieved the top 10 predicted
attributes based on their calibrated score for each image.
There were about 300 unique attributes across all image predictions, out of which 231 predicted attributes were common to both approaches. The overall accuracy for common attributes was 40.7% and 38.1% respectively for SIFT
+ LLC and Grabcut + SIFT + LLC. Considering only images where the Grabcut segmentation was reasonable, the
overall accuracy was 40.8% and 42.8% respectively. Thus,
on average, Grabcut + SIFT + LLC performed better when
the Grabcut segmentation was reasonable, and SIFT + LCC
performed better otherwise.

6.2. Iconic image discovery
Another application that has found ground recently in
the vision literature is that of iconicity or finding prototypical images for a given visual concept [1, 25]. Iconic images
are the ones that better represent a given object category
or attribute. They are potentially useful for applications in
graphics, aesthetics, retrieval and advertising. Iconic images are a natural extension of our models trained in section 4, we simply score a set of images of attribute type A
using the model learned on a set of images with attribute
type A and pick the top scored images as our iconic set. We
show iconic images for several categories in Figure 8.

7. Conclusions
We could learn reliable models for a large number of
visual attributes for challenging furniture categories. Mining attributes from freely associated text descriptions from
seller titles augmented the amount and quality of image annotations significantly. Performing weak localization for
feature representation together with global image features
increases overall performance when categorizing attributes

for images of furniture. We finally show encouraging results on two direct applications of this approach.
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